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Transonic Pressure Distributions on a Rectangular
Supercritical Wing Oscillating in Pitch

Rodney H Ricketts,* MaynardC Sandford,t
David A Seidel,J and Judith J Watson§

NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

Steady and unsteady aerodynamic data were measured on a rectangular wing with a 12% thick supercritical
airfoil mounted in the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel The wing was oscillated in pitch to generate
the unsteady aerodynamic data The purpose of the wind tunnel test was to measure data for use in the
development and assessment of transonic analytical codes The effects on the wing pressure distributions of
Mach number, mean angle of attack, and oscillation frequency and amplitude were measured Results from the
XTRAN3S program (a nonlinear transonic small disturbance code) and from the RHOIV program (a linear
lifting surface kernel function code) were compared to data measured for a Mach number of 0 7 and for
oscillation frequencies ranging from 0 to 20 Hz The XTRAN3S steady and unsteady results agreed fairly well
with the measured data. The RHOIV unsteady result agreement was fair but, of course, did not predict shock
effects

Nomenclature
= wing span, ft (4 0)
= wing chord, ft (2.0)
= total wing lift coefficient
= pressure coefficient, (p-p^/Q
= wing pitch frequency, Hz
= reduced frequency, cw/2F
= freestream Mach number
^transducer local static pressure, Ib/in 2

= freestream static pressure, Ib/in.2
= freestream dynamic pressure, Ib/in.2
= thickness to chord ratio
= freestream velocity, ft/s
= fractional chord
= mean angle of attack, deg
= pitch oscillation amplitude, deg
= lifting pressure coefficient (difference between
lower- and upper-pressure coefficients)

= magnitude of lifting pressure coefficient
= fractional span, y/b
- phase between lifting pressure and wing pitch
angle, deg (positive for pressure leading motion)

= circular frequency, rad/s

Introduction

IN recent years NASA Langley Research Center has had a
program for measuring unsteady aerodynamic data in the

transonic regime for the purposes of assisting analytical code
development and providing a data base for active controls
design Two models previously tested in the 16-ft Transonic
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Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) are a clipped delta wing1 and a high
aspect ratio transport wing.2 The delta wing, which has a
circular arc airfoil, was oscillated in pitch at various mean
angles of attack A trailing edge control also was oscillated to
generate unsteady aerodynamicklata The transport type wing
with a supercritical airfoil hias five leading edge and five
trailing-edge control surfaces^some of which were oscillated
independently and in pairs about various mean control
surface angles The static angle of attack of the transport-type
was varied to allow data acquisition at cruise lift conditions

Wind-tunnel tests have been completed on a third wing^a
rectangular wing having a supercritical airfoil This particular
wing (having a simple planform geometry) was tested for the
purpose of aiding in the development and preliminary
assessment of new analytic^ transonic codes such as
XTRAN3S (Refs 3 and 4). The Stilts obtained from this test
provide the database desired Sl)r extension of two
dimensional flows to three-dimei^Sml flows The present
paper describes this recent test oWfe rectangular wing,
presents measured data, and correlates" these experimental
results with theoretical results

Wing Configuration
A photograph of the wing installed in the TDT i&Jhown in

Fig 1 The wing is attached to a shaft that extends through a

Fig. 1 Wing mounted iii TDT test section
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Fig 2 Planform view and airfoil shape of wing (dimensions in ft)
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Fig 3 Total wing lift coefficient for various angles of attack plotted
against Mach number

splitter plate mounted off the wind-tunnel wall so that the
wing root is outside the wall boundary layer The shaft is
connected to a hydraulic rotary actuator that oscillates the
wing in pitch.

The planform and airfoil shape are shown in Fig. 2 The
unswept wing has a rectangular planform with a 2 ft chord
and a 4-ft span (panel aspect ratio of 2 0) The airfoil is a 12%
thick (t/c=Q 12) supercritical shape with a two dimensional
design Mach number of 0 8 and design lift coefficient of 0 6
This airfoil was chosen as being typical of those being em
ployed on new transport aircraft The wing tip was formed by
connecting the upper and lower surfaces with semicircular
arcs The wing pitch axis is located at the 0 46 fractional
chord Details of the geometric properties, including the
airfoil coordinates, and the structural properties of the wing
are presented in Ref 5.

Instrumentation
Wing instrumentation consisted of 126 differential pressure

transducers, eight accelerometers, and one potentiometer
The transducers were mounted at four spanwise stations to
measure both static and dynamic pressures along chordwise
rows (see Fig. 2) on the upper and lower surfaces Both in situ
transducers and transducers utilizing the Dutch matched
tubing technique6 were mounted in the wing Each transducer
was referenced to the tunnel static pressure The poten
tiometer and accelerometers were used to measure static and
dynamic motions of the wing Details of the instrumentation
are presented in Ref 5

Wind Tunnel
The Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) is a closed

circuit cohtinous flow tunnel which has a 16 ft square test
section with cropped corners and slots in all four walls Mach
number and dynamic pressure can be varied simultaneously,
or independently, with either air or FreonK used as a test
medium. All data presented in this report were obtained using
a Freon medium

Data Acquisition and Reduction
Data from the model instrumentation were acquired using

the TDT real time data acquisition system 7 Steady (static)
pressures were measured using the differential pressure
transducers installed in the wing One thousand samples of
data at a rate of 300 samples/s were averaged for each
transducer to determine mean values of pressure coefficient
Unsteady (dynamic) pressures were calculated from trans
ducer time history data measured at a rate of 300 samples/s
and recorded on digital tape A discrete Fourier transform of

UPPER SURFACE

H = 031

H = 0 59

n = 081

H = 0.95

Fig 4 Steady pressure distributions at four spanwise stations;
M=0825,a

iFreon is a registered trademark of E I DuPont de Nemours &
Co Inc Use of trade names does not constitute an official en
dorsement either expressed or implied by NASA

75 100 cycles of the data (a minimum of 15 samples/cycle)
was used to determine the first harmonic pressure coefficient
magnitude and phase in relation to the pitch position of the
wing root The magnitude and phase measurements from
transducers using the matched-tubing method were deter
mined using transfer functions derived from calibration data
from corresponding in situ and matched tubing transducers.

Test Results and Discussion
As illustrated in Fig 3, steady and unsteady pressures were

measured8 for a large number of test conditions in the TDT
The figure shows the wing total lift coefficient plotted against
Mach number for angles of attack ranging from -1 to 7 deg
For the unsteady data points (solid symbols) in Fig 3, the
wing oscillation frequencies were 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz Some
representative results obtained during these tests are
presented. The Reynolds number based on the chord length is
four million for all data presented

Steady Results
Upper and lower-surface steady pressure distributions at

the four spanwise stations are shown in Fig 4 for a Mach
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number of 0 825 and an angle of attack of 4 deg (This is close
to the two dimensional design condition for the airfoil ) At
the inboard sections, typical supercritical flow is present on
the upper surface, that is, there is a rather flat pressure region
followed by a weak shock far aft (0 50 to 0 60 fractional
chord) on the wing However, for sections farther out on the
wing, this shock is farther forward toward the leading edge as
a result of the effects of the wing tip At the wing tip the shock
is located at about the 0 10 fractional chord The pressure
distributions on the lower surface are not affected by the
presence of the wing tip

Unsteady Results
Some of the unsteady pressure distributions measured

during the tests are summarized in this section The results are
presented in terms of the magnitude and phase of the lifting
pressure coefficient ( | ACp | and <£, respectively) In the
figures presented in this section, curves are faired through the
data points in the region of the shock to show trends and
estimated peak-pressure (shock) locations

Span Effects
Pressure distributions at the four spanwise stations are

shown in Fig. 5 for a mean angle of attack of 4 deg and a
Mach number of 0825. The oscillation amplitude and
frequency are ± 1 deg and 10 Hz (£=0 15);' respectively The
pressure peaks, which are indicative of dynamic shock
motion, vary significantly across the wing span By com
parison with the steady data (Fig 4), it is observed that the
pressure peaks are located near the same chordwise positions
as the upper surface static shocks The unsteady shock
strength decreases nearer the tip region The phase results in
Fig 5 show that the pressure is generally lagging the wing
pitch motion (negative phase) forward of the pitch axis (0.46
fractional chord) and leading it aft of the axis For the two
inboard stations where the shocks are located aft of the pitch
axis, the lag-to-lead phase shift occurs aft of the shock

Mach Number Effects
Pressure distributions at the inboard station (0.31 frac-

tional span) are shown in Fig 6 for seven Mach numbers
ranging from 0 4 to 0.85 The wing mean angle of attack is 2
deg The oscillation amplitude and frequency are ± 1 deg and
10 Hz, respectively (k ranges from 031 at 0 4 Mach number
to 0 15 at 0 85 Mach number) The pressure peak is located at
the leading edge for the low subsonic Mach numbers but
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rapidly moves aft as the Mach number increases At a Mach
number of 0 85 the estimated shock location is near the three
quarter chord This is better shown in Fig 7 where the
estimated shock location in fractional chord is shown plotted
against Mach number In this figure it is seen that the shock
begins to move aft rapidly as the Mach number is increased
above 0 6 For the most part, the phase data (see Fig 6) show
that the pressures lag the motion ahead of the shock and lead
behind the shock

Mean Angle of-Attack Effects
Pressure distributions at the inboard station (031 frac-

tional span) are shown in Fig 8 for three mean angles of
attack at a Mach number of 0 825 The oscillation amplitude
and frequency are ± 1 deg and 10 Hz (k=Q 15), respectively
The results show that, as the angle of attack increases, the
shock moves aft on the wing, and the pressures ahead of the
shock decrease considerably in magnitude The phase data
show that the pressures lag the motion ahead of the shock and
lead the motion aft of the shock For increasing mean angles
of attack, the phase angles ahead of the shock increase
slightly
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Fig 6 Effects of Mach number on unsteady pressure distribution at
1;a = 2deg,/=10Hz,Aa=±ldeg
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Fig 5 Effects of span on unsteady pressure distributions at four
spanwise stations; M= 0.825, ot = 4 deg,/= 10 Hz, Aa = ± deg

Fig 7 Effect of Mach number on estimated shock location
fractional chord; a = 2 deg, /= 10 Hz, Aa = ± 1 deg
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Fig. 8 Effects of mean angle of attack on unsteady pressure
distribution at n = 0.31; M= 0 825,/= 10 Hz, Aa = ±deg
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Fig 10 Effects of oscillation amplitude on unsteady pressure
distribution at iy = 0 31; A/= 0 8, a = 3 3 deg,/= 10 Hz
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Fig 9 Effects of frequency on unsteady pressure distribution at
iy = 0.31; A/= 0 8, a=2 deg, Aa = ± 1 deg.

Oscillation Frequency Effects
Pressure distributions at the inboard chord (0 31 fractional

span) are shown in Fig 9 for seven oscillation frequencies
ranging from 2 to 20 Hz (£=0.03 to 0 31) and an oscillation
amplitude of ± 1 deg. The Mach number and mean angle of
attack are 0 8 and 2 deg, respectively The results show that
the frequency effect is large for both the magnitude and
phase As the frequency of oscillation increases, the
magnitude of the pressure generally decreases forward of the
pitch axis and increases behind the axis The shock at ap
proximately the 0 35 fractional chord coincides with the
steady-state shock location and appears to decrease in
strength as the frequency increases. The phase results show
that the pressures lag the motion ahead of the shock and lead
the motion behind the shock The phase angle generally
decreases (pressure lags the motion) as the frequency in-
creases This effect is more prpnounced aft of the pitch axis

Oscillation Amplitude Effects
Pressure distributions for the inboard chord (031 frac

tional span) are shown in Fig. 10 for three oscillation am-
plitudes ranging from 0 5 to 1 5 deg and an oscillation
frequency of 10 Hz (k=0.16). The Mach number and mean

n = 031
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Fig 11 Span wise comparison of measured and calculated steady
pressure distributions; A/= 0 7, a=2 deg

angle of attack are 0 8 and 3 3 deg, respectively In the figure
the pressure magnitudes are normalized by the oscillation
amplitudes and show no appreciable difference either forward
or aft of the shock for the three cases Therefore, in these
regions it follows that the pressure magnitude increases
linearly as the motion amplitude is increased in the range 0 5
to 1 5 deg. In the vicinity of the pressure peak there are
differences in data which indicate magnitude nonlinearities in
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this region. No effect of oscillation amplitude is seen in the
pressure phase data.

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Results
Unsteady pressure calculations were made with two

theoretical programs, and the results are compared with
measured data. One program is XTRAN3S, (Refs. 3 and 4), a
three-dimensional nonlinear transonic code using finite
difference methods to approximate a time-accurate solution
from the small disturbance potential equation. The version of
the code used does not include the effects of viscosity. In
order to improve accuracy and agreement with measured
data, the XTRAN3S results made use of 1) a revised grid
arrangement,9'10 and 2) small-disturbance equation coef-
ficients derived by the National Aerospace Laboratory of the
Netherlands.11 The other program used for the unsteady
pressure comparisons is RHOIV12, a linear subsonic lifting
surface kernel function theory based on the acceleration
potential. In addition to the unsteady comparisons, steady
pressure comparisons are made using the XTRAN3S
program.

Comparisons are made for calculated and measured results
at a Mach number of 0.7.,The mean angle of attack is 2 deg.
The oscillating amplitude and frequency range for the un-
steady data are ±1 deg and 5 to 20 Hz (k=0.09 to 0.36),
respectively. Rigid pitch motions were used in the unsteady
calculations. For XTRAN3S results, the measured wing
coordinates were used.

Steady Results
Comparisons of steady upper- and lower-surface pressure

distributions at the four span stations are shown in Fig. 11.
The comparisons are good over most of the wing. At all
spanwise stations the XTRAN3S program accurately
predicted both the upper-surface pressures aft of the shock
and the lower-surface pressures in the rmdchord region. The
results deviate somewhat in the leading-edge region and on the
lower surface near the trailing edge. The comparisons in these
regions may possibly be improved by including viscous effects
in the code and by decreasing the grid spacing for the
calculations in this region to account for the bluntness of this
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Fig. 12 Comparison of measured and calculated first harmonic
unsteady pressure distribution at T/ = 0.59; M=0.7, a = 2 deg, /=10
Hz, A<*= ±ldeg.

airfoil (see Fig. 2). Analysis (not shown) of this airfoil with
the two-dimensional full potential program13 indicated that
including viscous effects at this condition tends to raise the
lower-surface pressures in the leading-edge region as a result
of a decambenng effect of the boundary layer in the aft
portion of the airfoil. A finer grid may improve the upper-
surface pressure-peak definition near the leading edge.

Calculations for a Mach number of 0.825 (not shown here)
showed significantly poorer agreement than the results for 0.7
Mach number. For this case the upper-surface shock was
calculated to be near the trailing edge rather than located as
shown in Fig. 4. Again, the two-dimensional program in-
dicated that inclusion of viscosity in the solution causes the
shock to move forward nearer its proper location (ap-
proximately 0.6 fractional chord at the inboard spanwise
station).

Unsteady Results
Upper- and Lower-Surf ace Pressure Comparison

Unsteady upper- and lower-surface pressure distributions
from measurements and XTRAN3S calculations are shown in
Fig. 12 at a fractional span of 0.59 and an oscillation am-
plitude and frequency of ±1 deg and 10 Hz (A:=0.18),
respectively. The agreement of the pressure magnitudes is
good over the aft three-quarters of the chord for both the
upper- and lower- surface data. In the leading-edge region
near the shock, the agreement is not as good. In this region
XTRAN3S underestimated the magnitudes. The phase
agreement is good over the forward three-quarters of the
chord and degrades significantly near the trailing edge. No
explanation for this disagreement is apparent.

Spanwise Pressure Comparison
Unsteady lifting pressure distributions at the four spanwise

stations are shown in Fig. 13. The comparison includes both
measured data and results from XTRAN3S and RHOIV The
XTRAN3S program predicted fairly well the pressure
magnitudes at all spanwise stations in the region aft of the
shock (located near the leading edge). In the region of the
shock the calculations overestimated the leading-edge
pressures at the inboard station and underestimated those
pressures at the outboard stations. The phase agreement is
good over the forward half of the chord at the outboard three
stations. The phase calculations at the most inboard station
are affected by the overestimated leading-edge shock and are
not in good agreement with measured values. The phase
agreement is also not good near the trailing edge at all span
stations. In this region the measured lifting-pressure phases
show a strong influence of the lower-surface-pressure phase
(see.Fig. 12). The RHOIV results are presented for 0.31, 0.59,
and 0.81 fractional span stations/The pressure-magnitude
agreement is fairly good over the aft two-thirds of the chord.
However, at all spanwise stations the magnitude is un-
derestimated in the forward half of the wing and
overestimated in the aft portion of the wing. The leading-edge
shock, of course, is not predicted by the linear theory. The
phase agreement is good over the forward two-thirds of the
wing and, in most cases, is better than the XTRAN3S
agreement. As with the XTRAN3S results, the phase
agreement near the trailing edge is not good.

Frequency Comparison
Unsteady lifting pressure distributions at a fractional span

of 0.59 are shown in Fig. 14 for oscillation frequencies of 5,
10, 15, and 20 Hz (fc=0.09 to 0.36). The comparison includes
measured data and results from both XTRAN3S and RHOIV.
In general, the XTRAN3S agreement is fairly good for the
phase and magnitude data. For these cases the strength of the
shock at the leading edge is best predicted at the lowest
frequency. At higher frequencies the shock strength is under-
estimated. The phase agreement is best at the two higher
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frequencies where the measured data do not have the
monotonically increasing trend reversed near the trailing
edge The RHOIV magnitude agreement is fairly good in the
aft two-thirds of the chord at all frequencies. The phase
agreement in the forward two-thirds of the chord is good and
improves as the frequency decreases

Summary
Both steady and unsteady aeroynamic data were measured

on a rectangular wing with a 12% thick supercritical airfoil
The wing was oscillated in pitch to acquire the unsteady data
The purpose of the test was to provide experimental data to
assist in the development and assessment of transonic
analytical codes The effect of the wing tip (that is, three
dimensional effects) on the pressure distributions is large
Specifically, the shock location at the outboard sections is
considerably farther forward than for inboard sections
Parameters that also have a large effect on the shock strength
and location include Mach number and mean angle of attack
Oscillation frequency has a significant effect on the unsteady-
pressure magnitudes and phases Oscillation amplitude affects
the unsteady pressure magnitudes in a linear manner, except
at the shock where some nonlinearity exists

Results from the XTRAN3S nonlinear transonic programs
and from the linear RHOIV kernel function program were
compared to the measured data. The XTRAN3S steady and
unsteady results agreed fairly well with measured data iat a
Mach number of 0 7. It is believed that the inclusion of
viscosity in the analysis and use of a finer grid will give better
results, particularly at the wing leading edge The RHQIV
unsteady results were in fair agreement, but, of course, the
location or strength of the shock was not predicted
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